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With the snap of
a finger, students
commit antics

(:OASTAI CAnol Ii\'A U!,\I\'f Ihll \
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Broadway goe to

By Jen Coffm
Students were driving red
converti bIes, picking deep
wedgies and proudly letting out
foul odors in front of packed
house at Wheelwright Auditorium during CCU's Family Weekend.
With certified hypno-therapist, Tom Bresadola, about 19
volunteers were hypnotized into
committing such embarrassing
acts in front of their family and
friends. The show was sponsored
by the Coastal Productions
Board.
"It's helpful to have a good
imagination when you're hypnotized," said Bresadola, who has
recently made an appearance on
MTV "It's like daydreaming, only
better."
With mood music, dim lighting, and the reminder to take
deep breaths and relax, Bresadola
slowly slipped the volunteers into
a deep, sJeep-Jike trance. Hypno·
sis, rooted from the Greek god of
sleep. does not actually make
people sleep, but rather into a
deep trance.
"Hypnosis takes constant suggestions and verbal reinforcements," he said.
Once in the trance, the volunteers, which included 16 students and three parents, reacted
to verbally described situations,
such as a horse race and driving
a car, as if it were real. Each volunteer responded to scenarios
differently, from giving the finger
to an ex- while driving to pulling
out the binaculars to view a nude
beach. The audience reacted to
the antics of the volunteers, as
they were commanded to dig for
terrible wedgies with the snap of
a finger or turn into a human
safety belt when Bresadola said
"safety. "
As the show went on, the
group of 19 volunteers were reduced to 12, when some could
not remain in the hypnotic state.
Bresadola left many of the volunteers with temporary hypnotic
acts that their friends played with
for a few minutes, such as a victory dance when hearing "Coastal
Carolina" or saluting a friend
with the snap of a finger.
"Fifteen minutes of hypnotic
sleep will f~ellike eight hours of
sleep," said Bresadola. "You may
or may not remember everything,
but one thing's for sure, your
friends will tease you for years. "

Around the fountain at Broad av at the Beach,
the event.
colorful clowns played with Germ-an shepherds,
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Thanks Jump Rope
for Heart participants
STAR wants to thank everyone who participated in Jump
Rope for Heart. Thanks to
Sigma Phi Epsilon. Sigma Sigma
Sigma, and Eta Sigma Gamma
for their substantial donations.
With their help and a few others, we raised well over $500.

Next blood drive
coming soon
STAlts next event will be a
blood drive on Nov. 9 in Student
Center room 208. We welcome
everyone to come out and donate
blood. There will be sign~up
sheets in the Student Center and
members of Alpha Kappa Alpha
will be bringing around sheets.
You can also email us at

ccustar@yahoo.com to sign·up.
If you are unsure of what. time
you are looking to donate. still
notify US if you are going to do-.
nate. The longer the list, the
more nurses they will allocate to
come. There is a huge shortage
in Horry County. so please consider donating. An hour of your
time is a lifetig\C; lot someone
else.

Habitat for Humanity was
changed from Nov. <4 to Nov. II.
The time did not change. it will
still be from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Habitat for Humanity is a nonprofit organization that buiJds
houses and provides teSOUlt'es fur
people in need. STAR will volunteer and participate in the construction aspect of Habitat for
Humanity. We will be going out
into the community and helping a family build a house or
helping them with their yard
work. Come and sign-in in the
STAR office or email us.

Next STAR meeting
The next STAR meeting will
be Wednesday, Nov. 1 at 6 p.m.
in tudent Center room 204~
This will be OUf spring seme.rter
planning meeting, so please plan
to be there and help us decide
what programs we do next se·
mester. Dance Marathon is 94
days away. We need lots of help
and participation. Start raising
money now for Children's
Miracle Network and the (:hil·
dren at McLeod's Hospital in
Florence. There will be tours
Saturday. Nov. 4 to McLeod's
Hospital for you to see who and
what you are raising money for
leaving at 10 a.m. and returning
around 2 p.m. Call 349·2337.

Campus ~CBW~
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Bill Clinton's signature
approves tougher
drunk driving standard

Chanticleer

Your Health
World's Most Popular Healer:

Herbal Green Tea
By Rouada Hilal
for the Chanticleer

By Zeb Eckert
U-Wire Washington Bureau
(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON
- President Clinton, flanked bv
victims of drunk drivers, signed
a long-anticipated bill Monday
that would create the first-ever
national drunk driving tandard.
"We have been working for
years now to increase awareness, strengthen laws and
toughen enforcement," President Clinton told families and
victims of drunk driving incidents in a Rose Garden ceremony.
The new law sets the impaired driving standard at .08
percent blood alcohol content,
a lower number than the .10
BAC most states now use.
Estimated to save upwards
of 500 lives a year, the bill
comes as part of the 2001
Transportation Act, a hardfought three-year battle between the president and the
Republican-controlled Congress.
"This .08 standard is the
biggest step to toughen drunk
driving laws and reduce alcohol-related crashes since a national minimum drinking age
was established a generation
ago," Clinton said. "We
sounded the call here at the
White House for a .08 standard
in all 50 states over two and a
half years ago. It has been an
uphill battle."
In 1995, Clinton signed a
zero tolerance law for underage
drinking and driving. But according to Mothers Against
Drunk Driving, between 1986
and 1997 the largest age group
arrested for DUI per 100,000
drivers was 21- to 34-year-olds.
And among this generation,
more undergraduates will die
from alcohol-related causes,
more than the number of students who will get masters degrees and doctorates combined,
MADD reports. For Millie
Webb, president of MADD, the
president's signature marked an
important step forward in the
fight to save lives. And for those
under the age of 21, MADD's
message is simple.
"If you're under 21, the
amount of alcohol you're supposed to have is none," Webb
told U-WIRE Monday morning.
"We're doing everything within
our power to educate."

MADD places significant
focus on educating high school
and college-aged student
about the dangers of drinking
and driving. With President
Clinton at her side, Webb recalled the 1972 accident that
claimed the life of her young
daughter and nephew. She suffered burns over 75 percent of
her body and a broken neck.
Webb's unborn child at the
time, Kara, was born 1egally
blind due to the crash.
"A lot of people don't feel
it can happen to them," said
I 7 -year-old La'Tina Taylor,
who lost her cousin three years
ago to a drunk driver. "You can
be a statistic."
The president said the me sage of the day was simple.
"Alcohol is still the single
greatest factor in motor vehicle
de t-hs and injuries," h ai.
"This law ... is simply a common sense way to stop that."
Opponents of the bill said
it unfairly targets tho e who
may have lower tolerance and
are just casual drinkers. But according to statistics by 'the
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, IS
states had .08 BAC laws in
place in 1997. In those states,
274 lives were saved. The
NHTSA estimates if all 50
states had such law in place
that year, an additional 590
lives could have been saved.
Jan Blaser-Upchurch, vice
president of Victims Issues for
MADD, aid lowering the
standard to .08 BAC would
make a significant difference.
"It is important that we recognize that (.08 BAC) is a national standard," the Tucson,
Ariz., woman said. "It' really
going to save so many families. "
The .08 measure comes as
part of a larger transportation
bill designed to improve roads,
bridges. airports and mass
transit.
Senator
Frank
Lautenberg (D-NJ) and Representative Nita Lowey (D-NY)
were vocal proponents on
Capitol Hill.
"The law.is effective," the
president said. "When a driver
with a .08 blood level turns
the ignition, that driver is
turning a car into a lethal
weapon."

----~--------~

There is nothin~ new about the use of herb to pro~ote recovery,
~ealth, and well-bemg; however, the popularity of herbali m is growmg. More and more people are discovering that herbs are an effective and inexpensive form of health care.
The Chines; and Jap~nese have been practicing one of the oldest
and the world s most Widely used herbal medicine, green tea. Although. &:een tea has not been officially recognized as a medicinal
agent, It IS ~own to be a remedy for diarrhea, indigestion, headache, drowsmess and much more. It id produced in China and Japan, but the plant is al 0 cultivated in Indone ia, Turkey. Pakistan,
and Argentina.
Green tea contains caffeine, which stimulates the ce;tral neIVOUS
system. This type of tea is also full of antioxidants, which have been
found to be helpful to the body. Green tea has the following effects
on the body: prevents cancer, restricts the increa e of blood chole terol, controls high blood pressure, and lowers the blood sugar level.
Avoid tea if you have a weak heart, kidney disease, an overactive
thyroid, or a tendency to have anxiety or panic attacks. If you are
pregnant or breastfeeding, you may want to restrict your intake of
green tea because of the caffeine content. If you are unsure about
any of the following, it is always best to check with your doctor.
In the Kamakura era (1191-1333), the monk Eisia spoke about
tea in his book Maintaining Health by Drinking Tea. "Tea is a
miraculous medicine for the maintenance of health. Tea has an
extraordinary power to prolong life. Anywhere a person cultivates
tea, long life will follow."
,
Your Health is a weeklY column from Eta Sigma Gamma.

-SUNDAYS·
Catholic Campus Ministry Association meets every Sunday for Mass
at 7:30 p.m. in the Admissions
Building 005. Call 349-2301.

-MONDAYSStudent Government Association
Smate meets every Monday at 3
p.m. in Wall 309. Call 349-2355.
BSU, Baptist Student Union,
me ts every Monday at 6:30 p.m.
in Student Center 208. Free food
and fun fellowship Call 347-2470.

AJricIln American Association meets
every Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in
Student Center 208. Call349-230 1.
STAR, Students Takmg Active
Responsibilty, meets every Wednesday at 6 p.m. in Student Center
204. Call 349-2337.
Focal Point with BSU meets at 8
p.m. in the second floor lounge of
Santee Residence Hall. Call 3472470.

-THURSDAYSPep Band, or University Band,
meets every Monday at 7 p.m. in
the Admissions Building 005. Call
349-2301.

-TUESDAYSTempo, student featured magazine,
meets every Tuesday at 3 p.m. in
Student Center 205. Call 3492396.
Coastal Productions Board meets
every Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Student Center. Call 349-2326.

-WEDNESDAYSODK, Omicron Delta Kappa,
meets at 7:30 a.m. the first and
third Wednesday of every month
in Student Center 208. Next meeting will be Nov. I.

Outdoor Adventure Club meets every Thursday at II :30 a.m. in Student Center 204. Call 349-2301.
FCA, Fellowship oj Christian Athletes, meets every Thursday at 6:30
p.m. in Student Center 208. Call
34--2301.

-FRIDAYSChanticleer, student newspaper.
meets every Friday at 2:30 p.m. in
Student Center 205. Call 349-2330.

•• List your club's or organization's
meeting time for free. E-mail
chanticleer@ccucs.coastal.edu or call
349-2330.
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Law changes
allows parental
notification
By Jodie Kauffman
Michigan Daily (V. Michigan)

(V-WIRE) A' ARBOR, Mich. - Student
around the countrv and here at the Uni erity of Michigan m~.' not be abl to hide their
drinking habit an..: longer.
A change in a 25-" ear-old federal Famil'
Educational Right to Privacy Act \ ·hich hi ld
-mo t of a student record from public vie v,
means colleges are now permitted to inform
parents when tudent under the age of 21
. violate the school's drug and alcohol law.
Combined with stricter drinking-and-driving laws around the country, it may be harder
for minors to get away with drinking.
Early thi week, Pre ident Clinton igned
the first ever federal drunk driving standard,
which sets the legal blood-alcohol limit in all.
states at .08 percent. Michigan law currentl.'
sets .10 as the legal limit. The change comes
as part of the 200 I Transportation Act, the
result of a three-vear battle between Clinton
and the Republic~n-dominated Congre .
At Duke University, official are considering changing their pa;ental notification policies. "First-year students w' 0 are caught possessing alcohol on their s~cond offense get a
letter sent home notifying their parents that
their housing license is in imminent jeopardy
due to their violations," said Sue Wasiolek,
Duke's assistant vice president for student
affairs.
In addition, Wasiolek aid. "first-year tudents caught distributing alcohol on their fir t
offense have their housing licen e put in imminent jeopardy and a letter sent home notifying parents of the circumstances."
The University of Michigan has no parental notification policy in the case of alcohol
violations for student living in residence halls,
Office of Student Conflict Re olution Director Keith Elkin aid.
But "if a minor require ho pitalization for
alcohol-related cau es. parent will be notified," said Carle Svitil, a stati tical clerk in the
Office of Housing.
The Department of Public Safety ends an
officer to the scene of all alcohol-related incidents to evaluate the ituation and decide if
an ambulance i needed. The Oivi ion of Hou ing takes care of notifying the parents, DPS
spokeswoman Diane Brown said.
"We as law enforcers do have a legal obligation to notify parents if the student is 17 or
younger, regardless of if hospitalization is necessary," Brown said.
Duke students, on the other hand, are not
punished for alcohol violations requiring them
to go to the hospital. According to the Duke
University health and safety clause, "if a student needs medical assistance and gets that
attention and they don't break any other rule
no disciplinary action will be taken," Wasiolek
said.
But students are required to meet with an
abuse specialist and determine if treatment or
alcohol education classes are neces ary, and
those steps may be taken, Wasiolek id.
Elkin said he does not know of any plan
to change the University of Michigan' current regulations.

~P'arII"''''

Students enjoyed the Coastal Productions sponsored Extreme Air skydiving simulator in the student center pa~ ing 10
o,,! October 23. The simulator mocked the feeling of freefall.

Tbe Writing
. .. because writer need reader.
"Every rna ter kno
that the material
teaches the artist. "
----Ilya Ehrenburg
With everything we do, we learn. Everything tha
read, everything that we write teache u more about
writing, the world, and ourselve . Thi is on rea on
that writing and reading is 0 important. E en
scholars and professors learn with every
they read or e ery paper that the write.
en ou i
down to read a short story or a piece of critici m, you
are opening your mind to a ne realm that didn't exi
before. Through writing, you are able to no onl learn
from your research, but to also teach other ha ou
have learned.

.........................................

Call ahead for an appointment
349-2937, or jus stop by Prince 209
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'~incerest

apology

To the brothers of Sigma Nu,
During the month of September an unfortunate incident occurred with a flyer that .
attempted to defame your fraternity's image
and character. A flyer was put up around campus bearing the Greek letters of Sigma Nu fraternity. The flyer was warning females to
"watch their drinks," and spoke of the dangers of having a drink spiked with drugs. This
announcement was orginally posted by the
university and then altered and reposted by
some new members of the Pi Kappa fraternity.
The new members of Pi Kappa Alpha wish
to issue your fraternity the sincerest apology.
We had no right to misrepresent the Sigma
Nu name. We apologize for any inconvenience
this episode may have brought your fraternity.
-The New Members of Pi Kappa Alpha

The truth has to be
told

•

The fundraiser and reception for the construction of the Mrican-American Monument
in Columbia, South Carolina was the biggest
event held this semester. The African-American Association was very instrumental in the
event. For all of our hard work what do we
get? Virtually nothing. The article written
about the fundraiser and reception in the
Chanticleer's Oct. 3, 2000 didn't cover all
sides of the story. This event was co-sponsored
between the Mrican-American Association and
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity, so why weren't we
mentioned? In order to cover an event of this
magnitude the reporter should have had all
the facts together. His front page report did
not mention the African-American Association
at all. T his stupefie me!
Since this report was not factual at all, I
think the article should have been redone.
In tead, we get an "apolog)~" a snippet in the

Clutlltici«r reserves the right to edit for
Ubel. style and space.
Articles and editorials in Chanticlttr do
not necessarily express the opinions of the
university's tudent body. administration.
faculty. or taff.
Adverti ements an: paid advertisments
and reflect the views and opinions of the
adveniser. not Chanticl«r or Coastal Carolina
Universi ty.

r
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LEITERS TO THE EDITOR

Meetings are held Fridays at
2:30 pm in the Chanticleer
office, Room 203 of the
Student Center.
Letters to the editor and submissions
, are welcome from the CCU community. All
.ubmissions should not exceed 300 words
and must include name. phone number, and
affiliation to the university. Submission does
not guarantee publication .

\

Election Day Jitters, Nov. 7

Staff Writers

Business Operations Manager

t

=-----:.-___._._~ ____:_.. 1.1t~~)

all the Halloween activites. Here, I would be
corner of the front page. Too little, too late.
surprised if kids trick-or-treated. If this apIt's two weeks after the fact, who cares now?
plies to all holidays, I feel sorry for those who
No one but the officers, members and advisor
grow up here. Maybe this is why no one has
of the African-American Association who
school spirit, they don't have any spirit. This
worked tirelessly to pull this event off. I deand.a full retraction aI).d revisioo of thl6 fic- I • ., bette)" not apply to all holidays. I would be
tional tale. To anyone that supports the Afri- . very . unhappy. But, these are just my opinions, I could be way off.
can-American Association, thank you. A
-James ~ikamp
thanks of course goes to the officers and Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity (stupendous job,
guys!). We did this together if no one else
knows this.
No matter what obstacles get thrown in
our way. .. STILL WE RISE!
-Christopher L. Moore, President ofAfrican-

American Association /Vice President of CCU
chapter of the NAACP

Editor's Note: Chanticleer ran a correction, not
an apology, on the front page of the October I 7
issue in an attempt to amend for the oversight made
by the writer. The article, which ran on October 3,
was factual, however, it did not name the AfricanAmerican Association as a sponsor: The editor-inchief felt that the event was too far in the past and
therefore the article will not be run again with corrections made.

Halloween and
spirit
I read the whole new issue of the new
Chanticleer, and a couple of things struck me.
First, the article about school spirit. Where I
come from people get behind their teams. Not
just to tailgate and drink but because they
have pride. Whether the team is 0-100 or undefeated it did not matter. They cheered like
the home team was comprised of their own
family. It is a disgrace to see the lack of participation in athletics at Coastal. I have had
people ask me what our mascot is more times
than I can count. Now, I can't sav that I attend all events or even most events, but I do
make the effort. Second, was the artic1e on
Halloween. It is unheard of to ee onlv three
haunted hou es in th area. At home, the new pap r had to print an e.>..1.ra section to fit in

Re: "Student
misconduct
unappreciated; "
Sept. 5

As a longtime Carolina Pines resident and
. student at Coastal Carolina University, I feel
it is my duty to represent both my college and
the other college students from Carolina Pines
in response to the unwarranted attack. from
Alan Chasteen, president of Greenfields 'at
College Park, and his board toward Coastal
Carolina University, and the futile attack
against the students residing in Carolina Pines.
Pointing the finger of blame at an institution which had no fonnal connection to Carolina Pines is almost as depressing as Alan
Chasteen, his board, and the "pennanent residents" who fail to realize that as time moves
on, things change.
The most depressing fact though, is that
the board holds the faculty in charge of Student Affairs solely responsible for the "pennanent residents" short-sightedness. The university can not be held accountable for what
goes on outside of their boundaries. It is out
of their juri diction and it is irrational for the
board to assume that a college that they have
. ' publicly accused of having " ...very little regard to its relationsliip with the sunounding
communit./' would now hone. tly give a damn
and consider helping them in any wa ~ Coastal
Carolina Univer ity and the area urround-

letters continued on page 6

OP][N][O
[ COMMENTARY]

Issues concern yo g
adult voter , 00
Someone recently aid to me
that it didn't matter who they
voted for in the upcoming election. They said that a a young
adult none of the i ue realI,
mattered to them or their intere ts right now. 1 am here to "plain to you why nothing could
b further from the truth. Whom. ever is elected, ill have the power
to make orne choices that could
drastically affect our future.
Think of where you might be in
four year.
First off, let's think of the
world's issues right now. Many of
us know someone, pemap a family member or a loved one, in the
armed forces. This new president
will be faced with the decision of
what to do in the Middle East,
and whether or not we should
send military aid. Think that
doesn't affect you? This president
has the power to call on the draft,
sending any young man who is
over the age of 18 into military
action. Since you are in school
and receive financial aid, we can
easily assume that you are registered for this draft.
Don't think that you aren't
affected either ladies? One of the
hottest topics that is discussed

in an e ection year i abortion. Do
you know which your candidate
upports? Did you know that one
of the candida
upports partial birth abortion ,and plans to
continue hi upport of this act
"hen elected? If that candidate
i elected and ou don't wish to
support it than you have no one
to blame but you If.
What about h
at home?
Both of the 'front running' candidate ha a tand on gun control. One of them upport legislation that would re trict gun
like a ault rifle and emi-automatic weapons and get them off
the street . The other candidate
is supported by the RA and
doesn't believe in restricting
anyone's right to. bear arms. Do
you know which is which? Do
you know which candidate supports radical changes in the
American education system, and
which candidate has not made
much mention about our school
systems? Many of you will still
be in college for the next four
years, and perhaps beyond in
graduate schools. How will their
proposed legislation affect your
financial aid? Do you know?

who e main concern i fixing 0cial curity now, whil ve can till
change it.
0, iu t who i the one candidate with all the an ers? That's
not for me to tell. 1 would hope
that you kIlo ' where you stand
on certain issues, and that you
know what you would like your
president to accomplish for you.
The rest is for you to research and
decide before your two minutes
at the polls on ov. 7; becau e
your vote should count, if not for
an one else than for yourself.
This next pre idency will affect
your future. that i a certainty.
So get out to the polls and
'Rock the ote'.
-Beth Roddick

What's Up With That?

Local Dialect
The other dav omeone offered me a Dr. Pepper, and I politelyanswered, "No, thanks, but
I don't drink pop." The person
looked at me and said, "Pop?
What's pop? There is no pop! It's
soda." Another person chimed in
with, "Soda, pop, neither one is
right. You guys are nuts. Around
here, everything is a Coke."
So it's pop in the Midwest,
soda up North, and Coke in the
South. But, the argument over
what was the correct thing to call
a syrupy, carbonated beverage got
a lot more heated than I thought
was necessary. The ortherners,
Southerners, and Midwe terners
had to be separated. I was actually the only Midwesterner, so I
was sent to the comer by my elf
to think.
So I thought, I have alway
said "slug bug" whenever I saw a
Volkswagen Bug or Beetle before
describing its color and hitting
whoever wa itting ne>..1 to me.
But around here and even up
orth. people ay 'punch
buggie." To me, that make abolut Iy no sen e. The meaning

of "slug bug" i two-fold. First, a
lug is actually a type of bug.
Secondly, "to slug" is synonymou with "to hit." PunCh buggie
only posses es the latter meaning. But I am vastly outnumbered in my view of the correct
thing to say in the event that a
Bug or Beetle does happen to
pass.
There are various slang words
used to say, "good." In the Midwest and some parts of the South,
"tight" is a very good thing. But
in the orth, "tight" is bad and
"nasty" is good. To Midwe terners, "nasty" mean exactly that.
Generally "sweet" mean good.
but don't say that to omeone
who is not an American becau e
it is an invitation to exual relations. A1 0, to many people, e pecially tho e dang onhemer,
., ick" means good, but ill"
mean bad. But truth fu IIv. ick
and ill ctually mean th" me
thing. I p r on I1y think that v
hould go back 0 aying thing
like "radical" and "tubular,"
phra
that probably won'
mi taken for the wrong thing. 0

far the eightie lang revival ha n't
caught on, but give it time, give i
time.
There is more to thi is ue
than mee the e e. There are
people from allover the country
here at Coastal, and that can be a
wonderful experience if you try to
understand people from different
regions. But you can't be cIo eminded about different dialects.
Instead, try to understand what
others are saying. Voice inflection
and enunciation are powerful
tool , learn to use and recognize
them. Don't make fun of people
when they say omething different; in tead, try to incorporate it
into our vocabulary. Peopl dicriminate enough, wh add to the
probl m? Learning th lang of
others can actually be a lot of fun,
and people will thin " u're reall cool hen you 0 b c home
all the cutting edge
phra . 0 tr ' no to ridi ule
om thing
p ople 'h n th
a Ii.tl ban na .
h t up
vith that?

- . ole ervice

campus.
If someone as d
you if CCU i a diverse university what
would you sa ? I
gues it d pend in
large mea ure if you
are in the majori or
David
minority group. On
SOA P,...H4ItIIt
October 110m one wrot on a
GALAC-C fl~ r, "Fag Dj ." Thi
i unfortunate. I often hear
peopl say fag and it doe n't
bother me tha much
1

it' not Ii it' an
or omethin .
I gues what
n d i ~ r
the multi-cultural offi to ead

OPINJ[ON§
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
continued from page 4
ing it are not the same as they wer
20 years ago - or even five or 10:
and holding onto the idea that the
university should be the same as it
was when it was six times smaller i
just as disturbing as holding a uni versity, who has no connection to
Greenfields at College Park HOA,
solely re ponsible for their failure
to see that things are not what the.'
used to be.
Coastal Carolina is no longer
Coastal Carolina College with it's
1,000 mostly local students; it's
now a university with around 6,000
students from around the nation
and continuing to grow at an astounding rate. I ask for Alan
Chasteen, his board, and his "permanent residents" to just one day
get in their cars or walk across the
bridge you tried to fence off, and
go around campus and you'll see
that the college is continuing to
grow even as I write this letter. The
family atmosphere that Alan
Chasteen, his board, and our "permanent residents" hopelessly grasp
onto has changed (just as our decaying children's playground has
continued to deteriorate which
should be a hint). Times have
changed, the university has

chang d nd tl Pi e have
changed - VH CANT YOU FIlALLY REALIZE AND U DERlAND THIS!!!
The board holds onto this image that Coastal Carolina should be
th same a it was vhen our "permanent residents" blindly bought
into the id a that a college in
Mvrtle Beach with all its beaches
and golf cour es would never attract more <;t dent than the ones
that wer (ready her '. WRO G!! !
Then to expect for Coastal Caroli na to control and alleviate y r)Ur
misconceptions after you publicly
accu e them of having" ...done very
little \ith regard to it relationship
vdth the urrounding communit '."
which basically everyone except
Alan Chasteen. his board, and the
"permanent residents" (who have
continually refused to see things as
they are) know to be competely
and utterlv false!
It's ti~e for Alan Cha teen, his
board, and the "permanent residents" to finally step out of their
dreamworld and into today along
with the rest of us and see things
as they truly are. It might be a
shock, but them maybe they will
finally corne back to reality. Living
in a development that is separated
from a university of 6,000 students

only by a bridge and expecting it to
be a quiet, tranquil, fun-loving and
family atmosphere for older adults
is right there along the lines with
tanding in a fire and expecting not
to get burned.
-A College Student Living in the Pines

We threw away
our money and
time
I am '\Titing this letter as a representative for the Third Low hallway in Santee Hall. Recently we
were asked to help decorate the
halls for the kids who were corning
trick-or-treating on Oct. 25. Our
hall worked together for a total of
seven hours over the course of the
week and spent arouna $50 of our
own money on decorations.
Origin~lly, we did not mind giving up our time or donating our
money for the hall. The girls in
Third Low were able to bond while
creating the graveyard, the pumpkin patch, the spider webs, and the
ghosts on the walls, along with the
body outlines on the carpet. Our
hall was very creative and unique!
Third Low followed all the

guidelines we were given in regards . decision to have everyone r'move
to our decorating. We did not hang their decorations from the walls
anything from the ceilings, only even if they were not a fire hazard.
VYe ask that in the future the
from the walls. There was nothing
rules
and regulations are clearly
covering any exit sign. or fire
tated
and if a hall breaks these
alarms. As stated before, we followed the rules we were given. But guidelines, punish the hall, not the
even so, the ruJes were iust word- whole chooi. VYe do not appreciof-mouth, no one ever gave u a qte our money being throw') away,
printed list of rules and regulations, nor the hour we spent puttin the
which left some confusion on what decoration up only to have them
torn down in a matter of minutes.
all the rules were.
- Third Low Santee Resident
Ju t because certain halls (in a
completely different dorm than
Santee) broke the "rules': for decorating, no one -hould be allowed to
tear down the decoration that the
students paid for and worked hard
to put up. Third Low was forced
The Chanticleerwe1comes letto tear down all of our decorations
ter to the edi~or in respon e opinthe day before the kids came.
ion and news coverage in the
We would have been much
Chanticle~r. Because a letter is
more understanding if we were alsubmitted does not guarantee
lowed to leave our decorations up
printing of the letter. Letters
for the kids, but instead we were
should be based on facts, when
forced to take them down right available, should be clear and not
away. Our hall feels as though we
misleading. Any letters received
threw away our money and time.
that present misleading or misinIt is not fair to punish everyone for
formed ideas or provide a misrepone hall's misunderstanding of the
resentation of a situation will not
"rules" especially when it was in a be published. Please limit your
different dorm. We feel as though
submissions to 300 words, unless
this was very unfair to force everyotherwise necessary.
one to taKe down their decorations.
Our hall was very annoyed by the

Letter to the
Editor Policy

Want to perfonn at

GardenStock?

Call 347-2110
or stop by the
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Office by, ov.
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We will be accepting donations of
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tbe ~lea6ure & ~ain of .o~~
By Dan Gngg

What's a better way to commemorate an
unforgettable vacation or just plain out tick
off an average day American parent than
piercing an eyebrow or getting a tattoo.
Everyday, hundreds of men and women
alter a body part perhaps making a statement or just creating a work of art attached
to a limb. No matter why one chooses to do
so, tattooing and piercing have become powerful trends and major money inhibitors
throughout the U. S., including Myrtle Beach.
The only catch is that the art of body piercing and painting in Horry County is forbidden t>y law.
Countless factors have contributed to Horry County's
decision to

ces .
in compatence,
leads to the spread of uch infectious disea es as Hepatitis,
Siphali , and even HIY. All avoidable through proper
govermental regulettions, like that of the Nevada Gaming
Commision involving casinos and the FDA's control over
radio and television broadcasts.
In reality, the true issue does support the
safety of the community as a whole, spiritually rather than physically. Although the
spread of disease is an important factor, the
"bible belt" theory is the true defense against
arti ts. South Carolina is one of many southern states devoted to the creatio~ of law
within the boundaries of spiritual or religious
influence.
"This law was passed in an attempt to
stop the spread of certain disease," said
Surfside patrolman, Sean McCullough.
When asked if any further reasons came to
mind, McCullough quickly stated, "This is
the bible belt, what do you expect?"
Edward Tanner, local musician and tattoo artist, has approximately 11 tattoos engulfing his body. Each one designed, not to
prove a point or make a statement, but because, "it looks so cool! I love getting tattoos, the' set me apart as a per on and artist, from o-called ordinary people!" Un fortuna ely for Edward, no ~ rm of tran porta-

tion and a non-existent
driver's license makes trips
to qualified professionals in
Ocean Isle, N.C. virtually
impossible.
"Out of my 11 existing
tattoos, only three were
painted in a licensed facility. The rest were done, well,
you get the idea! I have gone
to great legthes to create
this appearance, including overwhelming
physical pain, terrifying friendships, -and a
loss of hard earned
cash."
When
asked
about the issue at
hand, Tanner remarked, "we should
have the right to do
what we choose with
our own bodies, as
women do in

regard to abortion. But hm can we do
thl 'afely without the upport of our own goverment.
Without proper regulation ,
dirty needle , not only give
the cene a bad r p. but
Ameri an 's safety are at
hand."
Tanner gives an example
of the potential dangers of underground body art.
"One time 1 got ink done u. ing a guitar string attached
to a moped engine. The pain was 0 severe, I didn't realize
the asshole doing the job left without finishing, and got
busted stealing a car from my neighbors parking lot. If our .

a~t
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old friend Uncle Sam was doing his job correctly, I could
have sat in an air-conditioned room, received a tattoo worth
bragging about, and got a damn lolly pop for being such a
good boy!"
Think botly painting is the only issue surrounding South
<;arolinians? Think again. Piercing has also become a popular underground practice in Horry County. Much like body
painting, piercing is a practice which has proved to be extremely dangerous without the experience of a licensed professional.
"I tried to pierce my own belly button in highschool,"

ected th kin ju t fell off."
chulyer, belie 'e or not, wa lucky A profe ional wa
able to repair the damage done and succes fully pierced her
nav I again. In some ca e the victim experiences numbne s, loss of. rYe control, and in extreme ca es, death due
to improper puncture procedures and unclean in truments.
The problem doe not lie within the depths of a society,
nor within the conscious of artists, but rather within the
basic constructs of the law. Unfortunately for mo t citizeI) ,
it appears that the S.c. Senate has failed to read or acknowledge Ce are Bacarria's "Essay on
Crime and Punishment"; an article
describing the importance of a eparation between church and state. Although designed to protect the image
and integrity of the community, a
goverment's responSibility, is not to
determine what is morally acceptable,
but to protect the natural rights of
its citizens. Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is what the Constitution guarantees, South Carolina has
broken that promise by depriving
Americans the unalienable right to
liberty.
Edward Tanner says it best, "No
matter what laws pass, people are
still going to seek body art. Why
not compromise the ethics of this
issue, and act as a goverment
hould, and protect my right. m '
life a an American."
In
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ill smooth fan at
By Rebecca Parker
On October 22, 1968,
Orville Richard Burrell was
born. Who is that you ask.
Orville is better known as the
Grammy-winning reggae/pop
superstar Shaggy. He will be
performing October 31, at the
House of Blues.
Shaggy is originally from
Kingston, Jamaica, but he
moved to the U.S. at the age
of 18. Growing up in Jamaica,
he was influenced not only by
reggae but also ska, dancehalI,
and R&B.
After fighting in the Gulf
War, Shaggy decided to concentrate on his mu ic and his fans
sure are glad. In 1993 he
reached international success
with his debut album Pure Pleasure, which featured the song
"Oh Carolina." It became a
huge success in the U.K. and
nine other countries. In 1995
the U.S. became a fan of Shaggy
when he released Boombastic
and won the 1996 Grammy
Award for Best Reggae Album.
There was no rest for this star,
because in 1997 Shaggy went
back into the studio and released his third album, Midnite
Lover.
If you did not catch Shaggy

Grammy-winner blend
Jamaican, U.S. roots

~

.......

Smooth sounding Jamaican artist. Shaggy. will smooth his way on
to the beach on October 31 at House of Blues

on his first three albums you
may have heard him on several
notable soundtracks including

Speed II, Jungle to Jungle, and
For Love of the Game. He al 0
helped Stella groove when he

contribut d "Luv
e, Lu'
Me" to thi ound rae of
Ho
tella Got Her Groo

and "Lu ' e, Lu '
1£ thi CD I an indication of hi live performanc
then I am ur that tho e
that attend hi concert ar in
for a trea . And do not 'orr
if you ha'e n er hard of
Shaggy. The inger aid "If
you don't no me e, com
to a Shaggy concert. I guarantee, hen ou lea , you'1I
be a haggy fan!"
o chec him out on October 31 t the Hou e of
Blue. It i an all a e concert and door open at 7:30
pm.

98 Degrees have a Revelation about Una
By Maria Boodoo
The Villanovan (Villanova U.)
(U-WIRE) VILLANOVA, Pa. The charms and good looks of the
muscle-pumped, four-member boyband 98 Degrees will surely win you
over. Debuting at 0.2 on the Billboard 200, the heart-throbbing
quartet's newly relea ed album,
Revelation, is a hot collection of all
the attention-grabbing, teen heartmelting, sappy pick-up line.
One po ible, nd highly plauIble, re on for Revelation lIing
ju t over 2.4 million copi s vithin
the fi t we of its relea i the
inc1u ion of the hit ong, "Una
och. The Cin innati native
have mastered th art of p p muic; just the ri ht amount of melodiou heart-melting lyri , pic dup with upb at not .
When did e young. m Ie
model start 0 trut not their bo i but rather their voice II over
the runway of the musi industry?
These 'ball deer .' they II
0
refer them lve. re officiallv in1 ed 0
he or d r} h th ir
e f- i I
d

Republican

W. Bush • Dic}< Cheney

South Carolina votes
on lottery issue
What's at st al<e fo r residents?
By Tori Jepson
staff writer
And the winning numbers are 20,55,
40, 2, and 19. Pretty soon hearing random numbers called out may become commonplace. On November 7, the state of
South Carolina will be voting on whether
the state should implement a lottery or
not.

What is the Lottery?
For those of you who do not have a clue
what a lottery is, it is basically a game
where people buy tickets for around a dollar in hopes of winning the jackpot or grand
prize. There are different forms such as a
scratch-off card where the player scratches
off to see if they won a prize; a random
number card where the player is given random numbers; and a specified number card
where the player gives their own set of numbers.

Okay. .so why the Big Deal?
In a state who recently outlawed video
poker and other forms of gambling this
cause a major controversy You have the
Anti-Lottery Campaigns like "No Lottery
2000" who are opposed to the lottery be-'
cause they don't belitve it will have the
positive benefits it advertises.
In an interview w.th WYFF-News 4 an
NBC affliate out of Greenville, S.c., "No
Lottery 2000" Chairwoman Kathy Bigham
states that a Significant amount of the
money that is raised by the lottery wouldn't
be spent on education a:ld that a majority
of it is sent back to the companies that run
the lottery
On the otherside of the fence you have.
the pro-lottery people claim that ALL of
the money raised will benefit education.
Both groups have great numbers and statistics supporting their view: On the "No
Lottery" side we have the statistics from
the South Carolina Board of Economic
Advisors who found that even if all the
lottery's proceeds went toward education,
it would - at best - boost the education
budget by less than two percent. GoY. Jim
Hodges projected around $150 million in
revenues which they say would only come.
to four percent of the entire education budget. And the S.c. Lottery Coalition counteracts those with statistics about the lottery in Georgia - It's given 400,000 HOPE
scholarships to needy Georgia students,
paid for 100 percent of African-American
freshmen student tuition at Spellman College, contributed $1.35 billion to putting
new computers in Peach State classrooms,
and paid for voluntary K-4 kindergarten
programs for over 300,000 Georgia children.

Misconceptions about the
Lottery
According to Kevin Geddings, director
of the non-profit Coalition for a S.c. Education Lottery, the major misconception
that has been said is that only poor people
play the lottery. According to information
pertained about the Georgia state lottery,
a majority (80 percent) of the tickets are
purchased by people who earn over
$34,000 a year, and people earning less
than $24,000 a year account for eight percent of the purchases.
The "No Lottery 2000" groups addresses this issue on their website (http://
www.nolottery2000.com) by saying "Yes,
people of all socio-economic backgrounds
play, but those in lower-income brackets
play far more - and they are more adversely
affected since they can't afford to lose."
and gives other statistics of other states.
For example The ~shingto1f Post'says that
47 percent of Maryland's heavy players
come from households earning less than
$20,000. Also, the site states that a study
that GoY. Hodges frequently retrieves information from did not ask participants
how often they play which means that
someone who plays once a year is treats
and given the same weight as someone who
spends their entire paycheck on lottery tickets.
Geddings states that another misconception is that lottery funds will decline
over time as people get bored with it. With
information obtained about the New
Hampshire lottery this statement can be
disproven. The state of New Hampshire
has had a lottery since 1965 and in 1997
that lottery generated over $54 million.
South Carolina has four times the population than New Hampshire. "No Lottery
2000" contradicts this by saying that all
states show some decrease of ticket sales in
the years following the lottery'S popularity and that operators of Georgia's lottery
have set aside $132 million to counteract
the lottery'S decline in popularity
And the final one stated is that the lottery is gambling. and gambling is immoral.
You can find lotteries everywhere nowadays. Piggly Wiggly grocery stores have
"lotto" games and even local charities often raise money by selling raffle tickets and
other games of chance. "No Lottery 2000"
has no real contradiction to this statement
except that, "South Carolina's state-run
lottery would open the doors to immeasurable harm in the economy, our families, and the very sanctity of our governmental system" and proceeds to give a list
of how it would harm the economy of the
state.

ABORTION: Bush doesn't agree abortion should be deemed illegal. He does
stand for legislation limiting the number of abortions out there. Bush strongly
opposes RU-486 ar.d promises to put limitations on how doct~rs prescribe
the drug.
EDUCATION: Bush wants to reform the Title I Program, which currently
sends $9 billion a year to public school districts containing large numbers
of low-income families. Bush's proposal allows these schools an opportunity to increase student test scores within a three-year time limit. If school
districts fail, $1500 will be donated to each low-income family to help pay
for private tutors and schooling.
MISSILE DEFENSE: Bush believes the completion of an effective anti-missile project is essential to the national security of all the U.S. and her allies
and friends overseas. Bush wants the project completed as soon as possible.
ENERGY PRICES: Bush disagrees on relying on Saddam Hussein for oil. He
believes the United States should allow drilling on the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge where there is a replacement of an estimated 22 months of
U.S. crude oil imports. Bush also wants to further the usage of coal in this

Green

Ralph Nader • Winona LaDuke
EDUCATION: Nadarwants to combine book smarts with street smarts to he,lp
students succeed in the real world. Nadar also believes standarized testing
should be encouraged not demanded.
ENERGY PRICES: Nadar wants to legalize the growth of hemp and other valued plants which can reduce America's dependance on petroleum-based
products.
.
MINIMUM WAGE: Nadar wants to increase the minimum wage in all states
to aid the the average American worker. The increase will help lower income Americans financially and physically.
NUCLEAR WEAPONS: Nadar wants to develop a No-First-Use policy and
urge other nuclear powers to do the same. Nadar also wants to end all test
explosions.

Independence

Pat Buchanan • Ezola Foster
ABORTION: The Buchanan administration supports traditional values, not
gays and abortion. If elected, he will appoint pro-life judges to the supreme
court. Buchanan also remarks, " RU-486 is a human pesticid; we should
ban it!"
EDUCATION: Buchanan wants to bring God and prayer back to public schools.
Buchanan wants to focus more attention on higher-level students and scholarships, and less on grade school. He also wants to replace the Department
of Education with states and parents.
MILITARY DEFENSE: Buchanan wants to stay clear of any foreign disputes.
Buchanan wants Americans to volunteer for their own military rather than
that of the UN. He also wants European powers to take primary control of
NATO.
TAXES: Buchanan wants to tax imports instead of smaller American run
buisnesses. He also wants to impose a 16% tax on all earnings over $35,000.

I

I

Democrat

AI Gore· Joe Lieberman

o

TIlE LIGHTER

10

T
Ten Rea ons to ote for
GOJ'ie-Lieberman

ABORTION: Gore strongly supports a woman's right to choo e. Gore quotes,
"as president, I will make sure that the right to choo i never threatened,
is never weakened and is never taken away."
EDUCATION: Gore has proposed giving taxpayer-funded $10,000 salary increase to designated master teachers, and urge the immediate removal of
incompetent teachers from public school .
MISSILE DEFENSE: Gore disagrees with plans for missile defen e saying,
"these ideas could have dangerously destabilizing con equences." Gore would
rather mend old treaties, such as the 1972 ABM treaty with Russia in
attempts to curb nuclear war.
ENERGY PRICES: Gore wants to tap the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, to provide more crude oil for American consumption. Gore feels prices are to high
for the average American, and has constructed a plan providing $5,000 to
$6,000 in tax credits, to encourage Americans to purchase energy efficient
cars.
,

I

Liebertarian

Harry Browne • Art Olivier
ABORTION: Strongly believes the federal government has no say on the i sue
of abortion. If he were to become president the federal government would
not support nor refute the issue of abortion. On a personal note, Browne i
against a woman's right to choose, but believes his personal opinion doesn't
supersede the Constitution.
EDUCATION: Browne feels the federal government's involvement in reg~ds
to education is unconstitutional. Browne wants local and state governments
to handle educational issues, without any aid from the national government.
MISSILE DEFE SE: Browne wants the United States to stay out of international affairs and focus more on the problems "at home." Browne also supports a plan for a national missile defense program.
DRUG POLICY: Browne wants to eliminate the so-called war on drugs. According to Browne, .. the drug war affects us all. You may have no intere tin
drugs, but the government snoops in your bank accounts, monitors your email, and claims the power to search and sieze your property without due
process."

I

Ten Rea on to
Bu h- h

1. They aren't moron; Gore graduated
from Harvard Universi with
honors, and Lieberman graduat d
from Yale and was a istant dean of
the chool of Art and Architecture
there.
2. The people in their familie have reall"
cool names (ex. Tipper, Karenna.
Hada ah, and Tennessee).
3. Gore doesn't just oppose corrupt
politics h actuall expose it. He'
been bustin bad politician ince
1974 when he gave Councilman J
Qariday the ·oumalistic boo
4. Gore sticks with i sues in which he
beIiev . In 1978, he chaired some of
the first congresSional hearings on
toxic waste clean-up, and he is till
campaigning on an environmental
platform.
S. Gore introduced legislation creating
Earth Day, apd students everywhere
Pejoiced bearuse>that got U ou of a
lea t an hour or so of school.
6. Gore has been cutting taxes since
1991 , and everyone hate taxes.
7. Gore made the first televised Senate
speech. What a stud.
8. Ueberman i an animal; he won the
biggest landslide victory in history in
a Connecticut race for a nate seat.
9. Lieberman attended public school,
you know he can't be all good.
10. Lieberman has written five boo so
at least we already kno that hi
"extracurricular activitie .. won't be
surpri . 0 cigars for him.

:

Voting Poll

:

How will Coastal vote?

Constitution

Howard Phillips •

J. Curtis Frazier

ABORTION: Phillips is 100 percent pro-life and feels no exceptions should be
made on a subject as sensitive as this matter.
EDUCATION: Phillips wants to banish the Department of Education completely. He also feels God and religous morals should be en bedded into
teaching plans directly.
GUN CONTROL: Phillips wants to fully restore the Right to Bear Arms to
the American public. He believes in an American's right to protect his or
her property and life without violating the Constitution.
NATIONAL DEFENSE: Phillips wanlS to strengthen America's national defense by 100 percent. Phillips also wants to create a missile defense program as well as frequent additions to the military in order to keep up with
ever-changing times.

The Chanticleer conducted a non-SCIentific poll to find out who Coasta
for in the upcoming presidential election. Of 121 students, facu & sta pol
results are shown above. The poll was concluded on October 23 and 24, In
student center lobby.
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off the mark

by Mark Parisi

J\strolog" (;uru

-CANCER-

-CAPRICORN-

June 22-July 22, Creative juices
are flowing, but don't look for the
plug to stop it now. You're at your
best when you let some creativity
disperse around. Look for positive
changes.

Dec.22-Jan.19, You know how
good it feels to do a job well. You
can help spread that feeling around.
Find a goal and work towards it.
Success fells good.

-LEOJuly 23-Aug.22, Your mind and
your heart are battling again. End. less questions are spread across the
table and if the answers cannot be
found, encourage your heart to do
what is right for you.

-VIRGOAug.23-Sept.22, The job still
sucks. Assertiveness is the key because you have a right to happiness
in life. Don't let anyone stand in
your way.

-LIBRASept.23-0ct.23, The road is unclear, so you create your own path
towards the future. Clear away the
obstacles and unimportant brush
to achieve your greatest goal.

-SCORPIOOct.24-Nov.21, Strained at all
ends, pulled in all directions. It's
not healthy and you've got to figure a way out. Tum towards a close
friend to confide in.

-SAGITTARIUSNov.22-Dec.21, Life isn't fair,
especially when you feel you have
lost something important or valuable. Learn from the experience,
then move on and grow from it.

Campus
Calender

lirA ...IoPJNG rr'S
'j"oS, A. ~A~.· ·

-AQUARIUSJan.20-Feb.18, Being surrounded by negative vibes won't
allow you to grow. Step away from
what will harm you and open a window of positive light.

-PISCESFeb. 19-Mar.20, What you don't
know will hurt you. Ask around for
answers and you may find truth,
otherwise ignore a past situation,
hope for it to blow over.

www.offthemark.com
ATI.NmC ~CI_ MARK I'MISI

-ARIESMar.21-April 19, School got
you down, especially that one grade.
Quitting has crossed the scared
mind, but that won't help you succeed. Look for a potential light at
the end of the tunnel. It's there.

-TAURUSApril 20- May 20, A lover's quarrel never stopped you before. It's
not worth getting upset over, just see
it as a spat. And you will kiss and
make-up.

-GEMINIMay 21-June 21, Be weary of
those around you. Family will play
a role in your decisions, but its up
to you to make the right ones.

continued from
page 14
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Blood Drive,
Thursday Nov. 9

"Into the Woods"
Nov. 10-12

STAR will sponsor a blood
drive from 10 to 4 p.m. on ov. 9
in front of the Student Center. If
you plan on giving blood please
sign up on the door to the Office
of Student Activities. For more
information call 349-2337.

CCU' Theater Department
presents "Into the Woods," a fairytale mu ical with an ambivalent
Cinderella, a blood-thir ty Little
Red Riding Hood, and a witch who
raps. Shows are at 7:30 p.m. ov.
10 and 11, and at 3 p.m. Nov. 12
at Wheelwright Auditorium. Admi ion i free with CCU LD. Call
349-2502.

GALAC-C Fundraiser
Thursday, Nov. 9
GALAC-C will pon or a lip
syn variety how at 7 p.m. Nov.
9 th Wall Auditorium. Featuring
profe sional femal impersonator
as well as amateur that choo e
to perform. AI 0, male imper 011ators wiU be performing. Proceed
go to CARETEAM for kid . Cost
i $1.00 or two cans of f ds. Call
349-2301.

~Ooze

-46 Mlp; chIIt
.a<M
SOa.k
53 Sup

5<4A11embly place (Gr.)
56 MIl

57 _ out (complete)

rC

1

STAR "vill pon or a Habitiat
for Humanity from 8 a.m. to noon
on November 11. If you are intere ted in going call 349-2337.
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32M
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341dn

360
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By Ben Dun
Theeri 0 WJd
( U·WIRE ) TUSCALOOSA,
Ala .. In the past two wee I ha 'e
read three wedding invitations
from friend of mine. I al 0 read an
article about a 93·year-old man
who married his former high chool
sweetheart, which convinced me
that new love is pas ibIe even for
the moribund. People are al 0 ca·
pable of love from a very young age.
I, for one, had a torrid affair with a
German girl named chotzy which
was set in the steamy hall of the
UAH Preschool Learning Center at
the age of five . That might eem
absurd, and at time I look bac , as
everyone looks back on past rela·
tionships. and wonder if I reall '
loved her, becau e ] wa five and
he was six. But what keeps abo:
who i five, or 12, or 93, from lov·
ing someone?
Perhap you could rou sa 7 a 5·
ear-old doesn't even know the dif·
feren e b tween cartoon and re·
ality, much Ie \ n at lov i , and
therefore couldn't be in 10 . But

Controlling the bodily function
Lollita, '
This may seem kind of disgusting, but I just need some help.
Everytime I have sex and reach climax, I pee. It is not just a little
dribble. Sometimes it is so much I have to dry the mattress. Anyway,
I've gotten to the point where J don't even reach the orgasmic level
because I'm so nervous about my problem. Is there anything I can do?

Leaky Lover
Dear Leaky,
I noticed you never mentioned your partner. Has he/she ever said
anything about the leaky situation? If not then they are okay with it. I
mean it is just another bodily fluid, and your partner may not even
notice with all the other flowing liquid involved with sex.
I do understand that you may be a little embara sed, however. The
only thing that I can tell you is to urinate right before doing the deed.
This may be hard to do since there is the whole heat of the moment
thing, b~t you can always take the time to prolong the excitement. If
this doesn't help then just remember the old aying, "When you gotta
go; you gotta go!"

Satisfaction for the first time

a vith hi num rou other partne
advi e would he p I JU t don t an
Fir t Timer

of ho a goodb , wa suppo ed to
go; and with no kno ledg that i·
lenee I award ju stood
in the tunnel and stared at each

but an

Dear Fir t Tim e .
bemg
Fir t, et me . tart b r
more expenen ed DEFI
r I er.
All it mean i that rou've h d more e and/or more partn rs A per·
on could have had ex thou and of tlme VIth hund d of partn r
and still uc in b d, while om one el e ould b a onderfullover to
his/her first partner the first urn .
Second, his previou pann rs and experience are a part of what
makes your boyfriend the person he is toda ~ You should not try to live
up to them nor try to make him forget them. Just do your O\vn thing
and I'm sure he will appre iate it.
As far as you being the be t lover that you can b , there are many
things that make a good lover. Just wanting to be a good 10 'er i a good
thing. In other words, trive to be the best and care enough to want to
be the best. This mixed with strong communication skill will make
your lessons in love eaS)~ Ju t being able to talk with your parmer
about your likes, wants, and needs, as well as listening and taking into
account your partner's likes, wants, and needs is a nece sity. Finally
sprinkle with a splash of variety. After all variety is the spice of life.
Strange and Unusual Fact:
The average speed of ejaculation is 28 miles per hour. The average
speed of a city bus is only 25 miles per hour.
I ran across this strange sex fact a few days ago and I just had to
chuckle. So I thought I would pass it along and it may make some of
you a little sympathetic to your swallowing friend.

I

Send letters c/o Sex on the Beach, chanticleer@ccucs.coastal.edu or drop
them in the Chanticleer mailbox in Student Activite
Lollita is not a licensed therapist, doctor or psycholOgist. This column is
written as entertainment not for professional answers. Please consult your physician ifyou have a problem.

For

Real names will not be used to protect the embarassed
Deftones and Incubus
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Waking mu ie
With its hospitality and good
audience response, vocalist SA
Martinez, says he loves to
. ....<.'.:.".0:
the South with his tiv(~-m.emt)er
band,31l.
The 12-year-old
band from Omaha,
form with ZeoraLlle'il(J.::iilt
of Blues in North
Wednesday, Nov. 1.
is one of 35 concert
band's 2000 Fall Tour,
be playing two to four
unreleased songs per night,
with 311 favorites.
The group has had two gold albums in 1993 and 1994, and its
1995 release "3 II ," with the
hit songs "Down" and 'J\ll
Mixed Up," went tripleplatinum. The 1997 release, "Transistor," went
platinum, but ale of
1998's "Live" and
"Soundsystem, "
with 18 new
songs, in 1999
were not as
trong.
Tqe single
"Come Original"
from the album

- 1'-.

at can

his girlfriend, Jenny, and chill and
veg out, both qf which rank very
.I1CI::19.~:,::,,:,... .igh
h
on his list of favorite pastimes.
":;::\~MtJh.OlU!h the band members, which
;:Im:Je:~~OCai singer, SA Martinez;
ut; drummer, Chad
r player, Tim
mttvoc:al singer and guiHexum, are in their
tinue to attract
mainly the skatehd::::snlowIDoaLrd·-tvt>e audi-

-

Myrtle· Beach, 311 will
to sold-opt shows in New York
Philadelphia and Boston. The
2000 Fall Tour will end in Los An~eles on Nov. 22, when the band
will step back into the tudio
in December with producer,
Ron Saint Germain, to
record their new album.
"Patience i key, so
keep working for what
you want. I've been
doing this for 10
years and I still keep
working toward
progress,makingit
my oal," said
Martinez.

lvcp:::::;.;'.:;a\\..(1U

back. In 1785, Ellv Kedward was
of practicing witchcraft. In
supposed witch stirred things up in
mQVies of all ti e. The creators of
and Eduardo· Sanchez, are also
"Book of Shadows: The Blair Witch

tor in a
curiosity
of the original
'The Blair Witch Project,
to the phenom non of the 'BljID::J~t~?m
Jeff Donovan, who plays the itqa.n~~(t·t&.tj#~lide
leads Kim and three other visiitor~,'~~~:.,,~tBI
was intrigued by the unique cult~oo;]~p¢~olmelnon
followed the release of Ule
Writer/director Jo Berli
Shadow " as the story of
with media imagery and
caused by "The Blair
out in the woods,
which they go
spree. Then,
piece
hours. «
tion feature.
He said he knew that if he went with a. :
non-narrated documentary-style approach, he .:
would be criticized for ripping off the fIrst:;.

pplied to

movie. Though the award-winning documentary filmmaker is no stranger
to cinema verite, he decided to take a different approach to the equel by
hooting with a script and focusing on theme. Berlinger' goal was to make
the s quel a movie about ide .
"It' about violence in the media; it's about how media shapes an event;
it's about the nature of fanatici m; it's about the phenomenon of the Blair
Witch Project," he explained.
The original "Blair Witch Project" was made for only $30,000 and
grossed 140 million. Berlinger said that he wanted to temper the commercial dispo ition of the sequel by infusing the film with certain ideas.
Berlinger went on to explain that the best way to honor a successful
indep ndent film like "The Blair Witch Project," which came from no~p.
where and exploded onto the scene, would be to not
~:>t.-=-:•• ~c c. com pet e
< 'w with or imitate it. The result is what
pW:.
~,
.,~. Berlinger call an anti-sequel.
•...
:. ~
"one of the characters from
, ':. the firstmo .e appear in the
• • >,
,. second, the story isn't
'A.
continued but rather is
>'. commented upon,"
'•• he said. J\nd at the
".end of the movie I
•
the very vaof the mythology
the Blair Witch."
,
"We want to empower
••• the audience rather than spoon
w: feedthem,sothattheywalkaway
•• '. with their own fears," Donovan said
.. ' • ..
He explained that the ending of the sequd
• .. is unexpected and slightly ambiguous, saying more
• about "The Blair Witch" phenomenon than the Blair
. Witch mythology itsel£
A

..
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We currentl)Tare recru -ting ophomore, u · r. a d
students \\'ho ha e a genuine -ntere t in e ping Ir tce f I a
become acti e, in .oJ ed, and academ -ca l~
University.
Peer Mentors serve ~s ro e model in he area 0 ea
achievement, and co-curricu ar i 0 e en
Faculty Mentor to pro ide nique er ona uppor
their first year of college. f ou are -n ere d in
teaching, or presentation skil to a d to 0 r re
difference in the life of a first- ear uden an
about the benefits of the Peer
please visit Brad Harmon, As i tan
Retention, in Prince 207, e-rnaarmo
oa

"You cannot rna e footprin on ,he a
- Robert Sa age, n
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HYPNOTIZED & VICTIMIZED

IF YOUR HAIR IS OT BECOMING TO YOli~
VOU SHOULD BE COML 'G TO US!

HOuRIs IIOftDIT • fRIDay 7.... S.SO,•
• ITV

5109TIIAVE.1

y ••• ·1

916-8863

Your ad could be here.

r
DI8nne ....1kIeIphoto . . . .

While under a hypnotic state during Family Weekend, Oct. 20, CCU student volunteers were instructed
by Tom Bresadoia to drive red convertibles and show off to their friends. Other students flew airplanes,
cheered during a horse race, prayed for a winning bet, acted as human safety belts, and danced crazily
when "Coastal Carolina" was mentioned. The mixed audience of parents and students enjoyed the
antics and begged for more from BresadoIa. The event was sponsored by Coastal Productions.

Call 349-2380

Better In~dients. •
Better Pizza. -

We accept
competitors couponsl

11/1

Conway and CCU
619 Church Street
248-6661

Socastee
4504 Socastee Blvd.
293-PAPA

Free Delivery and Carryont!
r-------'r-------'r-------,
lOne large
One order of
One large THIN
0 e tw10ppmeg
~heesesti~ks
CRUST with up
II

I

I

n

II

,~
I
I
I

plus Special Guests
concert line: 913.3740
ticket master: 679.9333
www.ticketmaster.com

II With any pIZZa

II

$5 95

DELIVERED!
•

www.hob.com

'I

II

"purchase"
II
II
II

~\~

~$1'9'
• 9

"
II
II

I

to three
toppings

~\~

cfiY$~9

•

99

I
I

I
I

II

I Expires 10-30-00. Not valid 'IExPires 10-30-00. Not valid II Expire 10-30·00. Not valid I
I with any other discount. Valid lwith any other discounL Valid II with any other discount. Valid I
at Conway & Socastee location I lat Conway & Soca tee location II at Conway & Socastee location I
I only. Customer pay all
only. Customer pay all
only. Cu tomer pa s all
I appli.cable sales tax. Additional lappli.cable sales tax, Additional II appli,cable ale tax. Additional I
Lt~l~ ~a~ _ _ _ .J t:0~ngs ex~._ _ _ _ .J LtoPPI1~ ~a~ _ _ _ .J

I

Buy your tickets online at. ..

II

I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~7 ~. . . ._
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Eric Barker
"Thank you for flying US Airways. We

will be arriving in Frankfurt, Germany shortly.
Frankfurt time is 6: 15 a.m." I lazily peered
Qut the airplane, and for as far as I could see,

weeks. Our group was made up of 13 students from South Carolina, one from Arkansas, two from Lithuania, and one from
Mexico. We had studied in different cities,
cruised along the Rhine River with its lovely
castles, and enjoyed the beautiful landscape
of the wine regions in the RhinelandPalatinate. I sat in my tiny chair, my mind
racing. One memory kept me smiling. This
was my memory because it happened while
I was away from the group. It was a moment
when I wasn't a touri t and I received a genuine feeling of what it is to be German.
It-happened in a small, wine village outide th.e
leepy, industrial town,

lay below me a magnificent green checkerboard. Brilliant tone's and shades of green
. placed neatly into squares covering the vast
landscape. The view cleared my eyes, and I
awoke from my sleepy daze. Clustered randomly across the landscape were groups of
houses covered with dull, rust colored roofs.
I could see for miles from my seat. The plane
floated just below the cloud cover. It wasn't
a sunny day, but a day that makes you want
to curl up in bed for hour with a good book.
I looked across the cabin and could
• see the look of excitement and anxiety painted on the faces of the other
passengers. The woman next to me
was calmly reading a ovel as if she
were sitting at home in her favorite
chair. Her legs cro sed calmly, and her
nose buried deep inside the book. Evidently, she was immune to the mixed
feelings of fear and uncertainty that I
was feeling. -nrNG.
ea e asten
your seatbelts, as we are ready for landing, " a voice echoed from the overhead loud peaker. I held my breath
a the plane tilted downward. An eiry
feeling sat in my stomach. Where was
I? What was I doing? The green
checkerboard had clearly turned into
sections of farmland. I could see the
airport now. Large and menacing, it
smothered the view from my small
cabin window. A blanket of gray covered everything in my sight. The wind
was whistling hard past the plane now.
atock plto ...,....e.y
And W\th a loud thump, I was in Ger- The Gutenburg Monument stands in Maiez,
many. Above the jet engines, the other Germany, which was just one of the stops on
passengers excitedly cheered, and just the trip through Rhineland-Palatinate during
like that I was a foreigner. At this point the three week program.
in time, I had never seen another country, let alone pictured what it and its inhab- Ludwigshafen. LUgwigshafen is located along
itants would look like. Now I had heard a the Rhine River in the state of Rhinelandfew things about Germans and German cul- Palatinate, south of the state capital of Mainz.
ture, mainly that everyone smokes cigarettes Ludwigshafen is known for the BASF Comand reeks of body odor. Just as, I expected. pany that makes up more than half of the
many Germans might believe that Americans city. Up to this point on the trip, our group
are lazy, credit card-using snobs. In the com- had studied in Mainz and toured the cities
ing three weeks, my fears were put to rest of Rudesheim and Bingen. Mainz is the capialong with my mind-splitting headache and tal of Rhineland-Palatinate with around
180,000 inhabitants. It i known as the city
my churning stomach.
Three weeks had pas ed, and I found my- of Gutenberg and is famous for its wines and
self in a familiar place, staring out the win- the famous Chagall windows. Bingen, which
dow of a huge jet airplane. My fellow travel- is situated where the River ah meets the
ers and I had experienced so much in those

Rhine, i the ite of the
Klopp Ca tie and the
Chapel of St. Roch. In
those dtie we me and were
led around by local college students. In
Ludwigshafen, I became friends with two of
the student guide , and one ev ning th invited me to meet their grandmother. Her
house was located abou 20 minute from
Ludwigshafen in the village of KaU tadt.
They explained that their
grandmother wanted to meet
the one of the Am rican tudents from the group. [
wasn't sure hat to expect,
but I he itantl agreed to go.
Micha I and Anna w re

en Anna a d m
a
thought a typical G rman
100 ed li e, I laugh d and
replied that I thought of her a
a typical German.
Their grandmoth r' hou
a tu d
away on th ba ide of th mall wine rillag The hou
embled th on I rem mbered from m flight. Th ou
tall, thin
and made of con t. Hou
in G rman
are built to last for hundreds of years, unli
the hou e in the US. The house a three
storie tall, and the vie ' was breath-ta 'ng
from third-story windo ,acre after a , ro
after ro of leafy green grapevines. The perfect lines of grapevine led to a ran e of barel
vi ible purple mountain . They ro from nowhere. The didn't belong there. The vi
was urrea!. There would be a wine fe ti al
in their small rill age later in th summer. Just
as e ery other villa e in the area would ha
Michael's family mad their own wine, as did
most of the families in the small WIn villages. The concept of alcohol a different
there.
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Halloween surf contest a success
The sky was dear, the temperature was perfect, and Horry County's finest surfers took to the ~each for Village Surfshop's annual Halloween Surf-Off. The conte t
marked the beginning of Garden City Beach's quickly approaching Halloween celebration on Saturday, Oct. 28.
Surfers, from cdnege students to younger children, demonstrated their skills,
unaffected by the water' increasing coldness. The contest was sponsored by Garden City Beach's favorite hangout, Village Surfshop and Surf Water Screenprinting
in Socastee.
The contest is one of man)~ allowing participants with high scores a unique
opportunity to surf with the Atlantic's premiere surfers at the East Coast championships in Cape Hatteras, N.C. All money and proceeds benefit the Eastern Surfing
Association (ESA), an organization designed to benefit amateur surfers along the
East Coast.
The men's division was conquered by local resident Sean Clark, closely followed by Coastal sophomore, Adam Justice. The women's heat was also a close
draw, with local student, Jill Hoaglain taking second place. Long boarding was dominated by North Carolinian, Andrew Sovonni.
•
Although not everyone could place high, the contest allowed all surfers an opportunity to come together as a community. a rare event in a county as busy as
Horry. The temperature was in the low 80's and the waves were, although only
knee to waist high, glassy and optimal for a good day's ride.

Seeking
Men's Basketball team
managers

with possibility of full-time position
Send resume to:
Attn: Personnel
Lakeside Baptist Church
P.O. Box 237
North Myrtle Beach, SC 29597

p~is~~ngv~un1~el~1

act as team managers for
ICOI:nil1lg season. This is an opporthose with an interest
coaching or management. Manwill have opportunities
with the team but most
will be in a great team environwhere they can learn from
observe a great teacher of the
me in head coach Pete
l!)tllckJand. Why not consider this
jop!portulllityto contribute to
as well as placing yourself in
great learning situation. If
like to discuss this
call Coach Enda Byrt at

Liberty University used two
half goals by junior Nancy
to lead the Flames to their
Big South Conference
IW(Jlmc::n's soccer title 2-0. Liberty
) will host the winner of the
Valley Conference Tournain a play-in match. A date
time has not been set.

Big South CrossCountry
Winthrop University ca~)tUJ:edl
2000 Big South Men's CrossChampionship on Satur. 28 with a score of 39.
,-J\Sine\lJ..llefmished second. 31
behind Winthrop.
There were three runners from
IW.intihmln that finished in the
10 to clinch the tournament.
In the women's division. LibUniversity beat out UNClIe by 16 points to
the Big South champion-

Local surfer takes advantage of a rare fall swell.

# 1 Spring Break Vacati~ns!

Part-time youth director

The Chanticleers men's basket-

ByDanGrigg

Best Prices Guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida. Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go
Free! Book Cancun & get free meal plan. Earn
cash & Go Free! Now hiring Campus Reps.

1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

.

Shoot-out
follows 120
minutes of play
By Rebecca Parker
sports editor
The women's soccer team took part in their first
Big South Conference Women's Soccer Tournament
on October 26.
.
They were up against the Charleston Southern
Buccaneers before they could to advance to the semifinal round. The Bucs and Chants battled through
120 minutes of play without settling the score.
Coastal scored first on a comer kick from Kristen
Wisse that found Marisa Kovacs who fired it home for
the 1-0 lead. Charleston Southern's Lade Hack got
the equalizer when she gathered in a goalie deflection
and found the back of the net.
The scored remained 1-1 for the second half of
regulation play. To settle the score a shoot-out followed.
.
The Bucs were up first and connected on their first
two attempts. Bues' keeper Susan Anderson was able
to deflect Coastal's two attempts, giving Charleston
Southern a 2-0 lead.
Keeper Candice Doten was able to keep CCU's
hopes alive when she stopped the third attempt by
the Bues. However, a third straight save by Anderson
assured at least a tie.
In the end, Charleston Southern won the shootout (3-1) after CSU's Michelle Roy and CCU's Jennifer Tafel both scored on their attempts.
Charleston Southern advanced to play Liberty.
Coastal Carolina ended their inaugural season with an
overall record 5-8-3 and 2-3-2 in the conference.

Thankful?
Sund?LY Evening Campus

Mass
November 12
November 26
December 3
7:30 p.m.
Admissions Building - Room 005
All Welcome!!!!!!!

Catholic Catnpus Ministry
(NEWMAN CLUB)
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Yanl(ees take (subway
series' after fifth game
By Rebecca P.arker
sports editor
\Vell, it i finally over. The bats
and balls will be put away until next
pring \".'hen the "Boy of Summer"
will reign again.
]f you have been living under a
rock -for the past week then you
might not know who won the "Subway Series." I 'Illet you in on ornething .... the Yankee took the serie
against the Mets 4-1.
It is said that baseball is a game
of inches. The 2000 World Series
ure proved that. Fans watched
Armando Benetiz's blown save in
Game 1. The Mets making poor
fielding plays in Game 4 (Timo
Perez's misplayed ball). There was
even a thrown broken bat by Roger
Clemens that mi ed Mike Piazza
by a hair.
Some cheered, others sulked.
and others did not even care a r
Game 5. Th d'fference between
this ri and those in the past is
tI at those cheering for the Mets and
tho e cheering for the Yankee are
friends, relatives, or maybe married
to each other. At the local bars and
hang-outs the televi ions were set
to the Serie. Cheer and jeers
would occasionallv be heard from
the crowds. Even'" though it only
went 5 games, it was a thrilling and
close eries.
"-becca P.rtr.rt sports editor
What does thi have to do with
Coastal students, Thomas Edmundson and Marcy Wood ce ebrate as
students at Coastal? Well, there are their favorite team, the Van ees, score a run.
quite a few tudents here that are
ba eball fanatics. With anum er
of out-of-state tudents being from
ew York, there are even a large
number of Yankee and Mets sUpP
porters who thoroughl enjo 'ed
watching their two team battle it
out.

V-ball winning streal
By Rebecca Parker
ports editor

avenge a 10 to the Lady Cou rs
from earlier in the ea on.
Before dropping gam one, th
Lad ' Chant had held off three
gam points. The' rallied back the
next three game and took the
match 3 games to I (12-1S, 15-

It looks as if the volleyball team
at Coastal has been listening to
Limp Bizkit a little these pa t
couple of weeks. They are just
"Rollin-rollin-rollin'" through the 10,15-10,15-6).
season.
Five tarters ended with doubleThe Lady Chant have not digit kills thanks to
evada
given up a match since their last loss Blon teins 67 evenly spread as i ts.
to UNC Asheville on October 1. Jeanna Lambert led with 19, Jelena
Since then they have won eight Mirkovic added J 7 and Kati
straight matches, seven of those . Knutson contributed 16.
coming against BigSouth conferCoastal took on High Point
ence teams. This brings their over- Univers'ty next. They won the
all record to 12-12, and 7-2 in the match in three straight game (ISBig South.
6, IS-8, IS-2).
On Tuesday, October 17, took
The latest victim was Elon Colon non-conference foe College of lege on October 2 I. After jumping
Charleston. Coastal was hoping to out to an early 10-1 lead in the

roll-

e
liere

inners are 'Recognized""

1027 Third A

Con a

enue

C 29526

843 - 248-9824

,

firs gam , Elon
0 clo
fOli
the gap to withm thre
ing beaten 15-9. Th next t 0
gam were won ea il b. Coa tal,
lS-4 and 15-2.
Senior blocker Mir ovic led th
team with 12 kill and two of the
. Lambert conteam's five bl
tributed eight kill and 19 dIg , and
setter Blon tein recorded 30 as i
in the game.
Their are onl six regular ason matche left in the ea on.
Hopefully, thi winning trea will
continue and flow into the po t-season BigSouth tournament.
Coastal's next match is o. I
at 1 C Wilmington before returning home for a conference match
against first-place Winthrop on
ov. 3 at 7:00 pm in Kimbel Arena.

Trophie Plaque
it er
arne Tags
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VOLLEYBALL
vs. Winthrop, Fri. Nov. 3, 7 PM
vs. UNC Asheville, Sat. Nov. 4, 2 PM

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Exhibition vs. USAF All-Stars, Wed. Nov. 8, 7:30 PM

ISPORTS PERSPECTIVE I

I 101ence gettmg more
prevelant m professional athleU Thi q
on has been
asked :ver and over m recent
years Almos every port ha
been marred by some report
of
athlete a aulting another.
Just thl past week in the
World nes there was the Img
Rog r Clemen hurhng
a broken ba at Mike Piazza
as he ran down the first ba e
hn
Then there a the
hockey play r that was
charged WIth as ault beca
he htt an opponent in the
tempI with his hoc~ stick.
And almost every sport fan has
heard of Bobby Knight·s outburs as the coach for the
Indiana Hoosiers.
thi
rt

athleu

t n
playtng
kind of hke With
You n r hear bout
u d or million of
take-o and landmg that go
off afely. but If the landmg
gear does not work properly
then it is all over th news.
I know you are probably
thmking what do sports and
planes have to do with each
other? But I do have a point

here.
There are so many athletes
that never do anyou th
one any harm. ever. They go
and p ay their respective
games and then live a nonnal
life off the field. Do you ever
hear their stories on the newscast?
It seems as if the violent
acts that SOME athletes do
overshadow the others. Violence is a part of
and

because

w-....~:o;. , •. , . ,

CCU beats Libe~ty, wins
Big South Challlpionship
at home this season carried
much of the play. Coastal
had 10 shots on goal to
liberty'S 6, but only one reSenior
Michael
ally mattered. Josephe
McKinley had not scored a
Ngwen 'a scored the lone
goal all season. He chose the
goal of the game on a
next to the last game as the
through· ball from Hauker
perfect time, and he could
Hauksson. It is the 10th
not have been more right.
of the season for the freshCoastal took on Charlesman.
ton Southern on October
CCU keeper Chris
25.
Malinky shut out Liberty
Charleston Southern
which is his fourth shutout
took an early lead when Bill
of the season.
Ayodo collected a rebound
Coastal entered the day
off of a shot and hit the back
tied for first with Radford,
of the net. Later in the first
but they ended the day as
half. Coastal's Joseph
Big South Champions. The
Ngwenya placed a throw ball
I -0 win over liberty
to Bobby Crovo to tie the
clinched their # I-seed in
match going into halftime.
coming Big South Men's
Three minutes into the
Soccer Tournament which
second half Coastal scored
begins November I at libagain. Tobin Whitmarsh
erty.
connected on goal from 24
This is the second
Dlenn. Sprtnklel photo editor
yards out. The Bucs were
straight regular season
Coastal took on Liberty in the last game of the season. The Chants won 1-0 and
able to answer with a goal,
championship for the
grabbed the Big South championship.
tying the match at 52:52.
Chanticleers, and the third
In the 53rd minute, Coastal's Coastal the I goal lead when time season on Saturday when they in four year for Coach Shaun
hosted Liberty University. The Docking, who led Charleston
Mario Benjamin headed a loose ball finally ran out.
to McKinley. McKinley then
Keeper Chris Malinky assisted game would decide the Big South Southern to the NCAA tournament
regular season champion.
blasted a shot from 16 yards past a Coastal's cause with five saves.
in 1997.
'
.
So far, Coastal has been unCoastal concluded their regular
diving Buccaneer keeper to give
By Rebecca Parker
sports editor

By Rebecca Parker
sports editor
Fishing is often considered a

relaxing and peaceful pastime. but
that is not true for three Coastal
tudents. When Bran Ma~, Melissa Magwood and Ryan Powers
cast their lines, they mean busines .
On Friday. Oct. 27. Intercollegiate port Fishing was supposed to
enter its fourth decade as several
teams across the
wete sched-

uled

to
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